Let a) be a bounded domain in 1R"-with smooth boundary, u +, u_ E , a > 0, and let u Wi2ne((-a,a x w) N Cl([-a,a] x o3) satisfy -Au + c(xl)Uxl =f(x,u) and Uxl > 0 in (-a, a) x w, u u + on {+a} x w and Ou/Ou 0 on (-a, a) x Ow, where c is bounded and nonincreasing andfis continuous and nondecreasing in Xl. We prove that u is a function of x only. The same result is shown for a related problem in the infinite cylinder 11 x w.
INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with the question of one-dimensionality of solutions of certain boundary value problems with Neumann boundary conditions in cylindrical domains. More precisely, we consider problems of the following kind:
Let f x a; be an infinite cylinder, where w is a bounded domain in ]l.n--1. For x E f we write X--(.X1,X,t) where x' Eo. Suppose that u * E-mail: brock@mi.uni-koeln.de. Here a general reference is the book of Fife [8] . Problem (1) has been extensively studied by Berestycki and Nirenberg [4] . They obtained various existence criteria, and it turned out that the solutions of (1) behave qualitatively similar as in the one-dimensional case. In particular, if c=c(x')> 0 and if f=f(u) is smooth and satisfies some further conditions near u +/-, then u is unique, Ux, > 0 and u tends exponentially fast to u+/-as Xl 4-oe. We mention that the proofofmonotonicity and uniqueness u is based on the so-called sliding method. This device turned out to be a very powerful tool to show qualitative properties of solutions of some boundary value problems in cylindrical domains (see [1] [2] [3] [4] Nevertheless the answer to the above question is positive in some relevant cases, even iff C.
We consider solutions of (1) [7] . The author studied the following minimum problem for the Ginzburg-
where K {u E Wil2e(IR") fq Z(,n)" limx,_+ u(x) +1 }. This is related to the solutions of -Au u-u 3 in f. Using a rearrangement inequality he proved that (3) admits only the trivial solution u(x) tanh(xl/x) (see also Remark 2).
(2) Recently I studied the Cauchy problem for a convolution model ofphase transitions in a cylinder in [6] . In particular, I proved the monotonicity and one-dimensionality of travelling and stationary waves by using the sliding method.
(3) In a forthcoming paper we will study the problem whether the solutions of (1) are monotonous in direction xl. The main tool will be some kind of continuous rearrangement. Note that recently a similar construction has been investigated by the author in [5] . 
u: u+ on {-+-a} xw,
On 0---0 on (-a,a) x 0a (u: exterior normal).
Then u is independent of x'. Proof By introducing a new variable,
and by settingf(z, .) := f(xl, .) and v(z, x') := v(z, x') / ez, where v(z, x') := u(x , x') (8) and e > 0, problem (4)-(6) can be rewritten as (9)- (11) and (13) we obtain: Cl, c2, R > 0, such that ce'-< u(x,x') u_ < ce x'-,
)tt X ce 'x < u(x,x') < c).e (38) [VU(Xl,X')[ c2e AZxl, if Xl -R,
cle ''+x <_ u+ -U(Xl,X') c2e 'x,
tie '+x' <_ Ux, (Xl,X')_< c2e 'x,
IVu(xa,x')l c2e -x', if xl > R.
(42)
We choose h C(IR) with h(t)= -1 for < -R, h(t) for > R and h'(t) > 0 for (-R, R), and we set u(x)"= u(x) + h(Xl), where e (0, 1).
Then the functions u satisfy asymptotical conditions analogous to 
V'y=0 on (u_ e, u+ + e) x0w.
We choose 6' E (0, 6), such that {x: u_ + ' < u(x) < u+ -'} I-R, +] .
(48)
Multiplying (46) 
Then we derive analogously as in the previous proof: /n-l(cM) ((v,x')(u_,u_+6')(u/-6',u+)).
Note that in view of (49) 
IV'll 
Furthermore, we obtain from (37):
Then (59) and (60) yield in view of (36)"
Similarly we obtain, using (40), (42) 
where h(z, .) "= h(xl, .) and z is given by (7) . 
where a, ai E L(U) (i 2,..., n). Since the Equation (76) is uniformly elliptic and the right-hand side is nonpositive by the assumptions, the maximum principle yields w < 0 in G. This proves the lemma.
